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We propose and demonstrate a wavelength- and time-selective reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexer (ROADM) using time-
frequency domain processing. The proposed ROADM is realized by allocating wavelength channels and time slots to corresponding
2D spatial channels on a MEMS optical switch. Experimental results show the wavelength- and time-selective drop operation for a
signal with equivalent 3.2 Tb/s (0.64 Tb/s× 5 channels), and the reconfigurability by the switching operation of the MEMS optical
switch.

1. Introduction

Reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers (ROADMs)
are the key elements for building the next-generation
dynamically reconfigurable optical networks [1]. ROADMs
are required for the add/drop and cut-through of individual
or multiple wavelength-division multiplexed channels and
time-division multiplexed slots at the network nodes [1, 2].
Besides, the combination of wavelength-division multiplex-
ing (WDM) and optical time-divisionmultiplexing (OTDM)
technologies has become the fundamental scheme of the
recent transmission system which allows the total trans-
mission capacity of over 20 Tb/s [3]. Therefore, to achieve
more flexible and scalable networks, ROADMs should have
add/drop and cut-through functions for not only wavelength
channels but also time slots. Since such a simultaneous
treatment of 2-D multiplexed signals employing OTDM
and WDM technologies (OTDM/WDM signals) is equiv-
alent to time-frequency domain processing, ROADMs for
OTDM/WDM signals should be developed based on it. Up
to now, the innovative proposals of time-selective ROADMs
are very few despite their needs [2, 4]. In contrast, there have
been various proposals on wavelength-selective ROADMs
[5]. Especially, diffraction-grating-based free-space disper-
sive optics coupled to a microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) optical switch are most mature technologies [6]. An

optical switch based on free-space optics plays an important
role in such ROADMs with respect to stability, scalability,
compactness, and low insertion loss. In addition, recently,
a two-dimensional (2-D) spatial switching device, which is
a promising configuration for further integration, has been
actively developed [7]. OTDM/WDM signals can be treated
as independent multiple-bits signals in the time-frequency
domain (2-D space as mathematical picture) [8, 9]. In this
sense, it is natural that each demultiplexed unit bit in an
OTDM/WDM signal can be fed on a 2-D spatial switching
device for individual processing. For the realization of
a wavelength- and time-selective ROADM with the full
advantages of 2-D spatial switching devices, 2-D time-space
conversion techniques [10–13] are inevitably indispensable
for spatial allocation of wavelength channels and time slots.
Since this 2-D time-space conversion technique is based on
time-frequency transform, it is expected to utilize unique
features derived from time-frequency domain processing
too.

In this paper, we propose a wavelength- and time-
selective ROADM using 2-D time-space conversion and
a MEMS optical switch based on time-frequency domain
processing. We experimentally demonstrate the drop and
cut-through operations for the proposed ROADM because
an add function of the proposed ROADM can be easily
achieved.
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Figure 1: The schematic diagram of the proposed wavelength- and time-selective reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexer.
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Figure 2: Experimental setup for the proposed ROADM.
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Figure 3: The spatial distribution of whole wavelength channel and
time slot in fit a state for switching by MEMS optical switch.

2. Principle and Experimental Setup

The schematic diagram of the proposed wavelength- and
time-selective ROADM is shown in Figure 1. 2-D time-space
conversion is composed of two parts. The first part is a
serial-to-parallel conversion for demultiplexing time slots.
A wavelength- and time-division multiplexed signal is fed
to a serial-to-parallel conversion section. Then, each time
slot in an input signal is spatially allocated along the X-axis.
Next, each time slot, which is spatially divided, is fed to a
wavelength demultiplexing section. Then, each wavelength
channel is spatially allocated along the Y-axis. Consequently,
each time slot and wavelength channel is allocated to a
corresponding to spatial channel on the single 2-D spatial
plane. A MEMS optical switch is placed on that plane to
switch time slots and wavelength channels. For example,
time slots and wavelength channels corresponding spatial
channels can be simultaneously dropped by switching spatial
channels. And, we can change the dropped wavelength
channels and time slots by changing the dropped spatial
channels.

Here, we focus on verification of drop and cut-
through operations and the reconfigurability of the proposed
ROADM because insertion of wavelength channels and time
slots for add operation can be also achieved by setting up
almost the same optical system for drop and cut-through
operations.

Our experimental setup for the proposed ROADM is
shown in Figure 2. In this experiment, we used an ultrashort
pulse radiated from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Mil-
lenia pro pumped Tsunami System; Spectra Physics, Inc.)
as a light source. The pulse width, the center wavelength,
and the repetition rate were 100 fs, 800 nm, and 82MHz,
respectively. We used a four-bit ultrashort pulse sequence
of a 1.56 ps interval in which 5 wavelength channels and
4 time slots are multiplexed (an input signal). To realize a
serial-to-parallel conversion in this experiment, we used a

sum-frequency generation nonlinear crystal (SFG-NLC) and
a four-bit ultrashort pulse sequence as a time-gating device
and a gate pulse sequence, respectively. Because an SFG-NLC
was used as a time-gating device in this experiment, the low
light efficiency of SFG, which is inherently not very high,
mainly affects the light efficiency of the entire system. To
cover the low light efficiency, we used a light source in a
near-infrared band that provided higher power than that of a
communication band. As an SFG-NLC, we used a ß-BaB2O4

(B.B.O) NLC (CASIX, Inc.). The crystal cut and orientation
were designed to satisfy the type I phase-matching condition
for noncollinear sum-frequency generation. As shown in
Figure 2, we used a B.B.O, a transmission deep grating (DG)
of 2500 lines/mm, lenses (L1, L2) with focal length of 100,
40mm, respectively, cylindrical lenses (CL1, CL2, CL3, CL4)
with focal length of 100, 100, 200, 100mm, respectively,
a beam splitter (BS), mirrors (M1, M2, M3, M4), and a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. And, we used a digital
micromirror device (DMD Discovery 1100; Productivity
Systems, Inc.) as a MEMS optical switch. An ultrashort pulse
was split into two beams by a beam splitter. The first was
fed to a signal generator composed of two Michelson inter-
ferometers for the application of artificial wavelength- and
time-division multiplexed signal; the second was fed to a gate
pulse generator composed of two Michelson interferometers
and four rectangular prisms for the generation of a gate pulse
sequence. A signal pulse sequence and a gate pulse sequence
that had spatially different heights were incident into an SFG-
NLC by a lens L1. Only when two pulses were simultaneously
incident into an SFG-NLC, an SFG pulse was generated. Each
gate pulse was incident into an SFG-NLC at a different angle;
therefore, each SFG pulse was output to a different direction
under a phase-matching condition with keeping a time delay
corresponding to a time slot interval. That is, an SFG-NLC
worked as a time-gating device. Each SFG pulse that had
a different output direction was collimated by a lens L2,
then, each time slot was allocated to a corresponding spatial
channel along the vertical axis. And, we used a transmission
DG [14] to obtain high diffraction efficiency for a wavelength
demultiplexing. After a serial-to-parallel conversion, each
SFG pulse was dispersed into decomposed spectral compo-
nents using a transmissionDG and cylindrical lens CL3, then,
each wavelength channel was allocated to a corresponding
spatial channel along the horizontal axis. Consequently,
spatial channels along the horizontal and vertical axes on the
single 2-D spatial plane correspond to wavelength channels
and time slots, respectively. DMD as a MEMS optical switch
was placed on that plane to drop spatial channels. In this
experiment, we measured spatial channels by a CCD camera
and the temporal waveform and the spectrum of the dropped
signal by a cross-correlation method and a spectrometer,
respectively.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

Experimental results are shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Figure 3 shows that whole wavelength channel and time slot
in a signal pulse sequence are allocated to corresponding
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Figure 4: Experimental results for dropped signal (λ1, t1) and (b) (λ5, t4): (a) spatial distribution, (b) temporal waveform, and (c) spectrum.
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Figure 5: Experimental results for dropped signal (λ1, t1) and (b) (λ5, t4) after reconfigure operation: (a) spatial distribution, (b) temporal
waveform, and (c) spectrum.

spatial channels along the horizontal and vertical axes on the
MEMS optical switch by 2-D time-space conversion. From
this result, we could verify that whole wavelength channels
and time slots of OTDM/WDM signals are successfully
demultiplexed on the single spatial plane for drop and
cut-through operations. Spatial distributions on the MEMS
optical switch are divided into a (5 × 4) spatial channel
matrix. We define each spatial channel as (λm, tn).

Next, to verify drop and cut-through operations of
the used MEMS optical switch, we focused on two spa-
tial channels. Figure 4(a) shows the spatial distribution of
selected spatial channels for drop or cut-through operations.
Spatial channels are corresponding to (λ1, t1) and (λ5, t4)
in Figure 4(a). To verify the wavelength- and time-selective
drop and cut-through operation, we measured the temporal
waveform and the spectrum of dropped channels which
are corresponding to (λ1, t1) and (λ5, t4). The temporal
waveform and the spectrum of (λ1, t1) and (λ5, t4) are
described in Figures 4(b) and 4(c), respectively. From these
results, we could confirm the wavelength- and time-selective
drop and cut-through operations of the proposed ROADM.
In the experiment for drop and cut-through operations,
we used 5 wavelength channels in a four-bit ultrashort
pulse sequence of a 1.56 ps interval as an input signal. The

operation speed of drop and cut-through operations can be
estimated to equivalent 3.2 Tb/s (0.64 Tb/s × 5 channels)
capacity because these operations themselves do not need
reconfigure operation.

To verify the reconfigure operation, we changed the
dropped wavelength channels and time slots by changing
switching condition of a MEMS optical switch. The spatial
distribution, temporal waveform, and the spectrum of (λ2,
t2) and (λ5, t4) are shown in Figures 5(a), 5(b), and
5(c), respectively. From these results, we could confirm
reconfigure operation of the proposed ROADM compared
with the result in Figure 4.

Finally, we measured response of reconfigure operation
by the MEMS optical switch used. To measure the response
speed for reconfigure operation, (λ3, t1) was coupled into
the MEMS optical switch. The reconfigured signals of on-
state and off-state were directly detected by two PIN-
photodetectors (ET-4000, ET-2030; Electro-Optics Technol-
ogy, Inc.) and captured by an oscilloscope (Infinium; Agilent
(HP)), respectively. The measurement results are shown in
Figure 6. Ch.1 and ch.2 were corresponding to the dropped
signal and the cut-through signal, respectively. Here, we set
on-state signal of (λ3, t1) as the dropped signal and the
off-state signal of (λ3, t1) as the cut-through signal. The
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Figure 6: Measured response of reconfigure operation by the MEMS optical switch: (a) 20ms/div and (b) 2ms/div.

horizontal scales of Figures 6(a) and 6(b) were 20ms/div.
and 2ms/div. From these results, the operation speed of
reconfigure operation by a MEMS optical switch could be
estimated to be about 1ms.

In these experiments, we verified the operation of the
proposed ROADM using a light source in a near-infrared
band. The operation in an optical communication band
will demand a few changes of devices such as a time-gating
device, lens, and grating. Among the most important is a
time-gating device. In the proposed ROADM, we utilized an
SFG process in a B.B.O crystal as a time gate for a serial-to-
parallel conversion. A B.B.O crystal has relatively a low SFG
efficiency in an optical communication band. In addition,
an SFG process inherently causes a wavelength conversion
of an input signal. If we adopt the proposed ROADM
to actual optical networks, we should utilize an SFG-NLC
which has high SFG efficiency in an optical communication
band, and the converted wavelength should be turned
back to an available one. As the promising devices to fill
those needs, a 2-adamantylamino-5-nitropyridine (AANP)
as a high SFG efficiency device has been reported [15].
And, a cascaded SFG and difference-frequency-generation-
(DFG-) based highly-efficient wavelength conversion in a
periodically poled LiNbO3 (PPLN) has been also reported
[16]. These devices can be applied to the proposed ROADM.

4. Conclusion

We experimentally demonstrated drop and cut-through
operations for a 0.64 Tb/s × 5 channels OTDM/WDM signal
with the proposed wavelength- and time-selective ROADM.
In addition, the reconfigure operation of switching condition
by a MEMS optical switch shows about 1ms switching
response. To adopt the proposed ROADM to actual optical
networks, the previously reported highly-efficient time-
gating device and the wavelength converter can be applied
to our proposed ROADM. Our proposed ROADM can
introduce a bitwise adaptive signal compensation technique
which is one of the unique techniques derived from time-
frequency domain processing too [17]. In addition, our
proposed ROADM could be used for a pulse synthesizer to

investigate a photoresponse of biomaterials in the field of
laser spectroscopy.
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